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s t r A n G e  t h i n G s  h A P P e n  A t  A  s o u t h e r n 

crossroads. Consider the red-clay town of Pittsboro, North 
Carolina, where Mark Hewitt turns and burns his big-hearted 
pots, down a winding gravel lane called Johnny Burke Road. 
Smack-dab in the center of town, where two highways cross, 
stands the Chatham County Courthouse, built in 1881 of 
rugged brick made down the highway in Sanford, the self-
designated “Brick Capital of the U.S.A.” Or rather, the new 
courthouse stands there, since the old building, except for 
its façade and its statue of a Confederate soldier standing at 
attention out front, burned to the ground during the spring 
of 2010. Rumors circulated like wildfire concerning a certain 
videotape, supposedly housed in the courthouse, that showed a 
certain Tarheel politician (a Presidential hopeful at the time) in 
a compromising position with a woman not his wife. 
    Or, consider that other Southern crossroads, where the great 
blues musician Robert Johnson supposedly sold his soul to the 
devil in exchange for the ability to play the guitar like no one else 
before him, and to write songs like “Cross Road Blues” with the 
immortal lines:

I went down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees.
Down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees.
Asked the Lord above for mercy, “Save me if you please.”  

Just another rumor, maybe, but if you happen to listen to Eric 
Clapton and Cream, in their live cover of the song recorded in 
San Francisco in 1968, you might well persuade yourself that 
Clapton really did sell his soul to the devil to be able to play the 
guitar like that.
 Crossroads: three young lads from Britain, Clapton and his 
mates, listen to old records by Southern bluesmen from the 1930s 
and come up with music utterly new and fresh, where you can 
feel the crossing in your bones of two traditions—rural and urban, 
African American and alienated European, soft and very, very 
loud—in creative tension. 
 Or a young lad named Mark Hewitt, from the Staffordshire 
Potteries region in the English Midlands, listens to the music of 

Southern potters and comes up with his own distinctive kind of 
ceramic music, utterly new and fresh—and very, very big. 
 Take a long look at two of Hewitt’s monumental pots, 
Ike’s Peacock (MH102) and Carpenter’s Egg (MH101). These 
magnificent pots, in their burgeoning scale, are unprecedented 
in the North Carolina folk pottery canon. Solemn and seductive, 
with their scale providing a thrilling clout, they have an immediate 
appeal like that of Martin Puryear’s visionary sculptures, with 
their own intersection of folk tradition and modernist panache. 
They also represent the passage from the past to the present.
 Ike’s Peacock is a tribute to the great North Carolina master-
potter Isaac Lefevers, another maker of big pots, who was killed 
in the Civil War, leaving many great pots unmade. But it’s a 
tribute—or a tributary—to many other traditions as well. It’s 
got a juicy alkaline glaze, of the kind first developed around 
1800 when white and African American potters in Edgefield, 
South Carolina, were trying to match understated Chinese 
celadon glazes. The exultant streaks of glaze dripping down the 
belly ended up looking more like Jackson Pollock. Peacock has a 
bulging belly that you might find in water and storage jars from 
Africa, which glides upwards into an elegantly banded neck and 
exclamatory black finale. A grid pattern made of tiny pieces of 
blue stained glass (another North Carolina reference), impressed 
into the leather-hard clay on the vase’s shoulder, melts into the 
ash glaze creating vibrant visual and tactile rhythms.
 A pot like Carpenter’s Egg crosses regions and mixes 
geography, marking a passage from early nineteenth-century 
Boston and Charlestown to 1930s Jugtown Pottery in rural 
North Carolina. Frederick Carpenter, Hewitt’s favorite Early 
New England stoneware virtuoso, whose curves he first saw 
in Connecticut when apprenticed to Todd Piker at Cornwall 
Bridge Pottery, made wonderfully exuberant and colorful salt-
glazed jugs. Jugtown adapted Chinese shapes to create the 
distinctive Asian fusion characteristic of North Carolina’s Art 
Ware period. Hewitt magnifies the sensual lines and luscious 
colors of both, laying out a new region of unexpected beauty. 
     Most of all, they’ve got that thing, hardest to describe: that 
sheer authority, that bedrock sense of a pot, that undefinable X, 
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that crux, marking the spot and making it memorable. A Hewitt 
pot, laid out on the grass after firing, gathers the dark Southern 
pines and the blue sky around it. It does what Wallace Stevens 
says a masterly pot should do: 

I placed a jar in Tennessee,
And round it was, upon a hill.
It made the slovenly wilderness
Surround that hill.

We’re not talking melting pot here, with everything resolved into 
a bland uniformity. And we’re certainly not talking, heaven help 
us, about hybridity, that academic notion of cultural mixing that 
sounds a little like feed corn, or a new breed of chicken. We’re 
talking crossroads, where the cross-currents are preserved, kept in 
creative tension, taut. 
     Strange things happen at a Southern crossroads. 
     And now, scrutinize for a moment Hewitt’s mugs, or his pitchers. 
These hardy but graceful vessels live in two different worlds. They 
are beautiful to look at, and Hewitt’s pots have a way of migrating 

from private homes and gardens into museums. But these mugs 
were also made for use, and that’s where their magnificent North 
Devon handles come in. The German philosopher Georg Simmel, 
in a beautiful essay called “The Handle,” wrote about this double 
life of pots. A pottery vessel, he wrote, “unlike a painting or 
statue, is not intended to be insulated and untouchable but is 
meant to fulfill a purpose—if only symbolically. For it is held in 
the hand and drawn into the movement of practical life. Thus 
the vessel stands in two worlds at one and the same time.”  
     The handle marks the journey from one world to the other; 
it is the suspension bridge, the crossing, from the world of art to 
the world of use. 
     In Mark Hewitt’s crossings, the roads branch off in many 
surprising directions. Clay, as it happens, is in Hewitt’s bones. 
The primary crossroads, right at the start of his career, involved 
the great British Staffordshire tradition of industrial pottery, his 
by birthright, and reaching back to the origins of Spode and 
Wedgwood in the eighteenth century. 
     Then there was the counter-tradition, explicitly in opposition 
to industrialism of all kinds, of John Ruskin, William Morris, 
and the Arts and Crafts Movement. 
     Hewitt stood at the crossroads, lived it, and made a choice. 
He’s still living it. Over the years, working at the crossroads 
with the sun going down, Hewitt has made his pact with the 
gods of earth, water, and fire. 
 Born in the English industrial city of Stoke-on-Trent in 
1955, Hewitt is descended from brick-makers and pottery 
manufacturers. Both his father and his grandfather were 
directors of Spode, the internationally known manufacturers of 
fine china. Hewitt could easily have entered the family business, 
but he grew up in the counterculture of the late 1960s, and he 
heard a different music, literally and figuratively. 
     “I remember being thirteen years old,” he told me. 

I was sitting underneath the rhododendrons at my prep school 
and listening to “Purple Haze,” “Jumping Jack Flash,” and 
“Crossroads” on a fuzzy transistor radio, while watching a 
cricket match. Players in their whites silhouetted against the 
severe Victorian buildings, revolution in the bushes.

Culture, you might say, versus anarchy. Or, perhaps, new 
imaginative possibilities replacing moribund ones. 
     A child of industry, Hewitt was drawn instead to pre-industrial 
craft practices, the mark of the maker’s hand and the chance 
effects of wildfire in the kiln. He read Bernard Leach’s classic 
A Potter’s Book (1940), with its heady combination of clear 
directives for how to throw, glaze, and fire a pot, and its insistence 
on the superiority of the clean lines and austere decoration of 
classic Asian pottery. Leach, along with potter Shoji Hamada 
and philosopher Soetsu Yanagi, was one of the founders of the 

MedievAl PitCher, salt glaze with natural ash deposit and blue glass runs
12 x 7.5 x 6.5"
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Big Vase, IKE’S PEACOCK, alkaline glaze with blue glass runs and black manganese neck
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Japanese Mingei or “art of the people” folk-craft movement. 
Hewitt sometimes calls his own work “mingled, mangled Mingei.”  
 Then, Hewitt apprenticed himself to Michael Cardew, 
another legendary ceramicist and author of Pioneer Pottery, who 
had been Leach’s first pupil. Cardew had worked in West Africa, 
grafting indigenous practices onto Leach’s distinctive aesthetic 
blend of English slipware (pottery decorated with colorful liquid 
clay before firing) and Japanese simplicity. 
 Backpacking through Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, 
hitchhiking across the Sahara—“I went down to the crossroads, 
tried to flag a ride”—Hewitt has traveled to the places that 
inspired Leach and Cardew, studying pottery methods in West 
Africa, Japan, and Korea, and finding a personal resonance in the 
generous and unpretentious big pots he saw wherever he went. 
    And yet, and this is the important part, Hewitt didn’t just 
leave the aesthetic standards of Spode and Staffordshire behind. 
I’ve watched him finger a Spode demitasse from a cabinet in his 
kitchen, feeling the precise thickness of the clay and admiring 
the sure balance of form. Watching him throw pots at the 
wheel, with incredible speed and uniformity, you can see that 
his own standards of excellence match those of his father and 
grandfather. Josiah Wedgwood used to say that a run of dinner 
plates should fit together like a stack of cards, and that’s the 
uncompromising quality one finds in Hewitt’s work. 
     Wishing to strike out on his own, Hewitt, accompanied by his 
Connecticut-born wife, Carol, first came to Pittsboro in 1983, 
attracted by the rich ceramic traditions of North Carolina, and 
by the abundant local clay. I spoke with Charles (“Terry”) Zug 
III, an emeritus professor at the University of North Carolina 
and the leading scholar on North Carolina folk pottery, about 
the sheer visionary leap and imaginative scale of Hewitt’s 
Pittsboro operation. According to Zug, when Hewitt found the 
little rundown farm with the shit-filled chicken house he just 
“saw it”; he envisioned the workshop and monster kiln right 
from the start, and soon began making the big-hearted pots that 
matched that primary vision. 
  In North Carolina, Hewitt found himself at another artistic 
crossroads. Folk potteries have flourished in the North Carolina 
Piedmont, where Hewitt lives, for two hundred years. The early 
utilitarian-ware potters in the Eastern Piedmont produced whisky 
jugs and storage jars glazed a pebbly gray by throwing handfuls of salt 
into the flames of the kiln. During the 1920s, urban sophisticates 
nostalgic for rural life adapted the simple utilitarian pots, making 
smaller items glazed with orange-speckled-with-black “tobacco 
spit” and greenish “frogskin.”  Jugtown, the most celebrated of 
the Art Ware potteries jumpstarted during that fertile period, was 
founded by impresarios Jacques and Juliana Busbee. 
 Jacques Busbee had an epiphany at the Metropolitan 
Museum in New York, noticing striking similarities in shape and 
glaze between Asian pottery and the North Carolina pots that 

interested him. Weren’t these simple Southern jugs and bowls, 
he wondered, a kind of cultural rhyme with the ancient pottery 
of China and Japan?  Busbee began taking photographs of pots at 
the Met and showing them to a young local potter named Ben 
Owen back in North Carolina. Owen, a brilliant artist in his own 
right, would then adapt the shapes to the native clays and glazes. 
 Hewitt, steeped in the Anglo-Asian Leach school, 
recognized a similar connection when he first arrived in the 
state, which he later examined in the book accompanying the 
influential exhibition, “The Potter’s Eye: Art and Tradition in 
North Carolina Pottery,” co-curated with Nancy Sweezy, at 
the North Carolina Museum of Art in 2005. It is unusual for a 
practicing craftsman to curate an exhibition at a major museum 
of fine arts. Hewitt used the occasion to examine the poetic 
attributes of nineteenth-century North Carolina utilitarian 
pottery, looking at them through a lens provided by Japanese 
aesthetes and connoisseurs, and developing a language of 

QuArt vAse, salt glaze with natural ash deposit
11 x 6 x 6"
Mh16
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appreciation (the language of the Iced Tea Ceremony) that adds 

to our understanding of this great American roots tradition. 
 Regional pottery traditions are rare, Hewitt says. “They 
are like wild flowers that only grow in certain special soils 
and microclimates.” Such traditions require the commitment 
of current artists to preserve them against the onslaught of 
commercialism and antiquarianism. Hewitt, faithful to his 
chosen locale, uses yellowish local clay dug from nearby 
Cameron (where, as it happens, my mother grew up and my 
grandfather laid brick). 
 The vision of North Carolina pottery that Hewitt conveys, 
in his writing and in his work, is audacious and compelling. 
He talks the talk and walks the walk; in doing so, he has bent 

inherited tradition into potent new shapes. His big-hearted pots 
are on a truly heroic scale—heroic in conception and execution. 
They place him in the company of the towering folk potters who 
have preceded and inspired him. The great American folklorist 
Henry Glassie writes, “At the center, with his colleagues from 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, stands this tall, 
handsome man from England, Mark Hewitt—in place, at home—
productively, inspirationally at work, a great American master.” 
 To paint Hewitt as a blinkered folk revivalist, or a cloyingly 
quaint anachronism, doesn’t do justice to him or to his pots. His 
multivalent interests and background have kept his eyes open to 
what is going on around him in the world of contemporary art, 
ceramic sculpture, and studio pottery outside the folk model. 
His crossroads is more like an elaborate interstate junction: miss 
an exit and you’ve missed him.
 Contemporary valences filter into Hewitt’s pots, large and 
small, keeping them fresh. Hewitt stands at the crossroads, quality 
coming from all directions, and doesn’t blink. Glassie again: 
“Robust and beautiful, Mark Hewitt’s pots disturb distinctions, 
disrupt dichotomies. Inside and outside, folk and fine, old and new, 
native and alien, art and craft, the utilitarian and the aesthetic—
Mark’s pots mix and merge categories in centered courage. They 
stand in the midst of life, where academic antimonies fade away, 
and work is good and true and human.” 
 And now, add bright color to the mix, a new ingredient in 
Hewitt’s pots, in celebration of the vibrant hues used by early and 
mid-twentieth-century North Carolina folk potters like the Cole, 
Auman, Teague, and Jugtown turners and burners. Hewitt recalls:

Soon after I arrived in North Carolina, thirty years ago, I 
bought a small, perfectly shaped covered jar, with tiny strap 
handles on its shoulders and a flat little lid with an ovoid knob. 
It was a fine example of Carolina mid-century folk pottery—
simple, straightforward, classic. But it had a laughable lilac 
glaze, which, though crazed and pin-holed, didn’t seem serious 
enough for the somber palette I inherited from Cardew and 
Leach, my teachers in England. It tempted me, haunting my 
dreams in the ensuing decades, but a couple of years ago it 
was smashed to pieces when a huge white oak fell on our house 
after a hurricane. I’ve been looking for color ever since.

While this giddy brush with color echoes North Carolina in 
the 1940s and 50s, or even Hamada’s enamels, it also returns 
him to the Stoke of his childhood, pre-rebellion. Or maybe it’s 
that British blues again, coursing through his veins: in their 
psychedelic vibrancy, some of these new pots recall classic 
album covers like Disraeli Gears or Axis Bold as Love. Or maybe 
it’s yet another rebellion taking hold. 
 Again he stands at the crossroads, looking in all directions, 
waiting for the lights to change. 

hAlf GAllon vAse, salt glaze with slip starburst decoration, and blue glass runs
14 x 7 x 7"
Mh17
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uMBrellA jAr, black manganese glaze with revealed salt glaze and yellow polka dots and glass runs
24.5 x 12 x 12"
Mh100
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ten GAllon lidded jAr, pink glaze with heavy black banding and white slip floral decoration 
19.75 x 17.5 x 17.5"
Mh97
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 Every part of a pot’s creation has its risks, from the whirl of 
the wheel when clay is wet, through all the stages of handling, 
glazing, decorating, and drying, to the careful placement of 
fragile green ware, when pots rub shoulders in the crowded kiln. 
But there’s nothing riskier to a pot’s survival than the crossfire 
kiln. A Hewitt pot, like Jumping Jack Flash himself, is born in a 
crossfire hurricane. 
 I must have chosen the hottest week of the summer, a couple 
of years back, to fly down to North Carolina to watch Hewitt 
fire his big groundhog kiln. It was 98 degrees in the shade 
when I pulled into Johnny Burke Road. Hewitt and his two 
apprentices were carrying the final load of pots from the orderly 
workshop—the converted chicken barn—to the forty-foot kiln, 
which looked like a beached whale in the merciless summer 
sun. No one packs a kiln more tightly than Hewitt; multiple 
shelves of vases, mugs, tumblers, plates, and bowls—roughly 
two thousand in all—were wedged in around the huge pots that 
Hewitt is best known for, planters and storage jars of truly Ali 
Baba-esque proportions.  
 Accident enters the potter’s domain through many doors, 
but none is more dramatic than the wager of the kiln. So many 
things can go wrong in the swirling flames of a cross-fired, wood-
burning kiln. “If the fire sinks, or grows too hot,” wrote the 
French poet Paul Valéry, “its moodiness is disastrous and the 
game is lost.”  Hewitt has come to treasure the gifts of chance, 
which can add to the beauty and value of a piece. Where pots 
accidentally touch, scars, or “kisses,” may accent the form. 

Where bricks on the ceiling of the kiln melt in the firing, 
“potter’s tears” may drip onto the shoulders of the pots huddled 
below. Quartz pebbles will blow out from the clay during firing, 
resulting in what North Carolina potters call “pearls.”  Bits of 
grass or twigs will flash out of the surface of the fired clay, leaving 
blemishes or beauty spots. “While the fire is in action,” Valéry 
said, “the artisan himself is aflame, watching and burning.”          
 Watching Hewitt during the side-stoking of the kiln, as he 
nervously eyed the temperature gauge and carefully slid another 
slat of wood into the flames, was like watching a ship-captain 
responding to shifting winds. It was a more delicate operation 
than I’d imagined, not at all like heaving coal into a steam 
engine. As he got ready to spray some salt into the chambers of 
the kiln, Hewitt shrugged, wiped the sweat from his brow, and 
said, “At this point, all you can do is pray.”    

I went down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees.
Down to the crossroads, fell down on my knees.
Asked the Lord above for mercy, “Save me if you please.”  

 
Christopher Benfey, Mellon Professor of English at Mount Holyoke College, has 

published eight books on literature and the arts, including The Great Wave (2003), 

about Japanese-American cultural relations, and a family memoir, Red Brick, Black 

Mountain, White Clay, a New York Times notable book of the year for 2012. He 

writes frequently for the New York Review of Books and The New Republic. His 

poems have appeared in the Paris Review and The New Yorker. He has been a 

Guggenheim Fellow and is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

servinG Bowl, pale celadon glaze with brown looping swag decoration
4.25 x 12.25 x 12.25"
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MuG, gray and brown salt glaze with pink, 
yellow, and black slip leaf decoration, and 
blue glass runs
4.75 x 4.25 x 3.5"
Mh49

MuG, gray and brown salt glaze with 
yellow and pink slip leaf decoration, and 
blue glass runs
5 x 4.5 x 3.75"
Mh47

MuG, gray and brown salt glaze with pink, 
yellow, and brown slip leaf decoration, 
and blue glass runs 
4.75 x 3.5 x 4.25"
Mh46

lidded jAr, salt glaze with slip banding and natural ash drips
14.5 x 12 x 12"
Mh72
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four hAndled vAse, salt glaze with natural ash drips
10 x 9.75 x 9.75"
Mh78

vAse, salt glaze with ember charring and 
dimpled decoration
15.5 x 5.5 x 5.5"
Mh79

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, 
pink slip chevron decoration, and blue 
glass runs
5.25 x 5 x 4"
Mh53

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, 
yellow and pink slip starbursts, and blue 
glass runs
5.25 x 4 x 5"
Mh58

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, 
yellow and pink slip floral decoration, and 
blue glass runs
5.25 x 4 x 4.75"
Mh59
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two GAllon lidded jAr with hAndles, alkaline glaze with blue glass runs
16.25 x 12 x 12"
Mh74

vAse, yellow glaze with pink polka dots
15.25 x 5.5 x 5.5"
Mh77

stein, gray salt glaze with natural ash drips
6 x 3.75 x 4.75"
Mh60

stein, gray salt glaze with natural ash drips
6 x 4 x 4.75"
Mh61
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fluted vAse, alkaline glaze with blue glass runs
16.5 x 6.25 x 6.25"
Mh80

two GAllon lidded jAr with hAndles, salt glaze with natural ash drips
16 x 11.5 x 11.5"
Mh73

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, yellow and 
pink slip starburst decoration, and blue glass runs
5 x 5 x 4"
Mh55

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, yellow and 
pink slip starburst decoration, and blue glass runs
5 x 5 x 4"
Mh54
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GAllon lidded jAr with hAndles, salt glaze, yellow glaze, pink and black slip floral decoration, and blue glass runs
13.5 x 9.5 x 9.25"
Mh70

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, slip floral decoration, 
and blue glass runs
5.25 x 5 x 3.75"
Mh1

BArrel MuG, ash glaze and black slip with polka dots and blue 
glass runs
5.25 x 5 x 4"
Mh4
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lidded jAr, alkaline glaze with natural ash drips, 
and blue glass runs
6.25 x 5.5 x 5.5"
Mh68

eGG vAse, ash glaze with polka dots and slip starburst decoration
10 x 6.5 x 6.5"
Mh18

servinG Bowl, alkaline glaze with white slip trailing and blue glass runs
2.75 x 8.25 x 8.25"
Mh89
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GAllon vAse, alkaline glaze with blue glass runs and black manganese neck
16.5 x 9.5 x 9.5"
Mh82

hAlf GAllon PitCher, alkaline glaze with polka dots, yellow and pink slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
10.75 x 8 x 6.5"
Mh65
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BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, yellow and pink 
slip starburst decoration, and blue glass runs
5.25 x 4 x 5"
Mh57

BArrel MuG, ash glaze with polka dots, yellow and  
pink slip floral decoration, and blue glass runs
5.25 x 4 x 4.75"
Mh56

ten GAllon lidded jAr, ash glaze and black slip with bull’s eye polka dots
18 x 18 x 18"
Mh39
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fluted vAse, ash glaze with polka dots, blue glass runs
18 x 6.5 x 6.5"
Mh29

hAlf GAllon lidded jAr with hAndles, ash glaze and black slip with pale glass runs
12 x 8 x 8"
Mh23
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GAllon vAse, pale ash glaze with black manganese neck
14.5 x 8.5 x 8.5"
Mh81

tuMBler, mottled celadon glaze with 
polka dots, yellow and pink slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
6.5 x 3 x 3"
Mh45

tuMBler, pale celadon glaze with  
polka dots, yellow and pink slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
6.25 x 3 x 3"
Mh43

tuMBler, pale celadon glaze with  
polka dots, yellow and pink slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
6.5 x 3 x 3"
Mh44

eGG vAse, yellow glaze with salt glaze polka dots
7.5 x 5.5 x 5.5"
Mh76
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two GAllon lidded jAr with hAndles, salt and ash glaze with slip starburst decoration, and blue glass runs
15.5 x 10.5 x 10.5"
Mh25
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GAllon PitCher, pale pink kaolin slip and blue glass runs
13 x 8.25 x 7.5"
Mh66

fluted vAse, ash glaze with polka dots 
14.5 x 6 x 6"
Mh27

tuMBler, brown slip with white slip  
leaf decoration
6 x 3 x 3"
Mh41

tuMBler, pale celadon glaze with polka 
dots, yellow, pink, and black slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
6.5 x 3 x 3"
Mh42    
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GAllon vAse, alkaline glaze with blue glass runs and black manganese neck
19.5 x 11.5 x 11.5"
Mh83
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vAse, salt glaze with dimpled decoration
14 x 6 x 6"
Mh26

ten GAllon sentinel, ash glaze and 
black slip with bull’s eye polka dots
30.5 x 11.5 x 11.5"
Mh36
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PlAtter, alkaline glaze with white slip chevron decoration and blue glass runs 
4.25 x 19.25 x 19.25"
Mh94

servinG Bowl, celadon glaze with brown and white slip floral decoration
4 x 11 x 11"
Mh87
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servinG Bowl, celadon glaze with white slip chevron decoration and blue glass runs
4.25 x 14 x 14"
Mh92

servinG Bowl, celadon glaze with brown and white slip floral decoration
3.25 x 10 x 10"
Mh86
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PlAtter, alkaline glaze with undulating white slip and blue glass decoration
4.25 x 20 x 20.25"
Mh96

servinG Bowl, granite glaze with brown starburst decoration
4.25 x 12 x 12"
Mh91
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PlAtter, alkaline glaze with elaborate white slip floral decoration
4.5 x 19.25 x 19.25"
Mh95

servinG Bowl, granite glaze with feathered slip floral decoration
2.75 x 10.5 x 10.5"
Mh88
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GAllon vAse, ash glaze with incised chevron decoration and blue glass runs
16 x 8.5 x 8.5"
Mh34

GAllon vAse, celadon ash glaze with white slip floral decoration
16 x 8.5 x 8.5"
Mh31
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GAllon vAse, ash glaze and black slip with polka dots and slip floral decoration
16 x 8.5 x 8.5"
Mh32

GAllon vAse, salt glaze with fly ash runs
16.25 x 8.75 x 8.75"
Mh33
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wAll PoCket vAse, gray salt glaze with natural ash drips, and blue glass runs
12.5 x 5 x 3.75"
Mh63

wAll PoCket vAse, gray salt glaze with natural ash drips
8.5 x 3.25 x 3.5"
Mh62

Bowl, celadon glaze with white slip decoration
2.5 x 6.75 x 6.75"
Mh84
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GAllon vAse, ash glaze and black slip with polka dots and slip decoration
17 x 9 x 9"
Mh35

tuMBler, ash glaze 
with polka dots and blue 
glass runs
6 x 3 x 3"
Mh10

tuMBler, ash glaze 
with polka dots, yellow 
and pink slip leaf  
decoration
6 x 3.25 x 3.25"
Mh12
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2009  Adjunct Professor, unC Chapel hill, with Professor townsend 

ludington, “reading American Culture through Pottery, Painting, 
and Prose”

B o A r d s
President, north Carolina Pottery Center, seagrove, nC

P e r M A n e n t  C o l l e C t i o n s 
Ackland Museum, university of north Carolina, Chapel hill, nC 
American Museum of Ceramic Art, Pomona, CA 
Cameron Art Museum, wilmington, nC 
Chrysler Museum, norfolk, vA 
frederick r. weisman Art Museum, Minneapolis, Mn 
Gregg Museum, north Carolina state university, raleigh, nC
hickory Museum of Art, hickory, nC 
high Museum, Atlanta, GA 
Minneapolis institute of Art, Mn
Mint Museums, Charlotte, nC  
nasher Museum of Art, duke university, durham, nC 
national Arboretum, washington dC 
north Carolina Pottery Center, seagrove, nC  
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA 
renwick Gallery, smithsonian institute, washington dC
rocky Mount Arts center, rocky Mount, nC 
spencer Museum, kansas City, ks 

s o l o  e X h i B i t i o n s
2015 Pucker Gallery, Boston, MA
2013 Blue spiral Gallery, Asheville, nC
2011  ogden Museum, new orleans, lo
2010  nasher Museum, duke university, durham, nC, 
2007  signature shop, Atlanta, GA 
2004  ferrin Gallery, lennox, MA 
2003  signature shop, Atlanta, GA
2002 Cameron Art Museum, wilmington, nC 
 Gallery yufuku, tokyo, japan 
2001  Gallery dai ichi Arts, new york, ny August 
2000  harlequin Gallery, london, england

s e l e C t e d  G r o u P  e X h i B i t i o n s
2009  rocky Mount Arts Center, rocky Mountain, nC 
2008  AkAr Gallery, iowa City, iA
2007  ferrin Gallery, nCeCA, louisville, ky 
2006  Governor’s executive Mansion, nC Craft exhibition, raleigh, nC 
2004  ferrin Gallery, sofA Chicago 
2003  21st Century Ceramics in the us and Canada, Columbus, oh

C u r A t e d  e X h i B i t i o n s
2005-2006  “the Potter’s eye: Art and tradition in north Carolina Pottery, 

north Carolina Museum of Art,” raleigh, nC. Co-curator with 
nancy sweezy. Book accompanying the exhibition written by 
Mark hewitt and nancy sweezy, published by unC Press.

M A j o r  d e M o n s t r A t i o n s 
2011  international Ceramic festival, Aberystwyth, wales, uk 
2007  Canadian Clay symposium, vancouver, BC, Canada 
2005  functional Ceramics workshop, wooster, oh
2004  Baltimore Clayworks, Baltimore, Md
2003  10th national Australian Ceramics Conference, Bendigo, Australia
2000 nCeCA, Columbus, oh, usA

s e l e C t e d  P u B l i C A t i o n s 
Mark hewitt, “A Colony of dreamers: Mark hewitt reflects on his journey 
from stoke-on-trent to north Carolina,” Ceramic review 253, january/
february 2012.

Christopher Benfey, “Mark hewitt at the Crossroads,” ogden Museum 
catalogue, january 2011.

Mark hewitt, “A few of My favorite things About north Carolina Pottery,” 
ogden Museum catalogue, january 2011.

tanya harrod, “the Artist as a young Man,” nasher Museum exhibition 
catalogue, summer 2010.

henry Glassie, “Mark in Place,” nasher Museum exhibition catalogue, 
summer 2010.

joe Campbell, “Conversations: Mark hewitt,” Clay times, july 2009.

Mark hewitt, “working Potter,” Ceramics Monthly, May 2009.

Mark hewitt, “functional Pride: Putting the fun Back into functional 
Pottery,” Ceramics Monthly, june 2007.

Mark hewitt and nancy sweezy, the Potter’s eye: Art and tradition in 
north Carolina Pottery, unC Press, october 2005.

dave korzon, “Moving the earth a little Closer to heaven,” the rambler, 
April 2005.

wendy summers, “Mammoth Pots,” Clay times, cover article,  
december 2004.

ed lebow, “village Potter,” American Craft, cover article, december 2004.

Mark hewitt, “the Poetry in north Carolina Pottery,” north Carolina Pottery: 
the Collection of the Mint Museums, unC Press, october 2004.  

henry Glassie, “Mark hewitt – outside,” studio Potter, december 2002.

robert yellin, “Marking time,” Ceramics: Art and Perception #50, 
december 2002.

robert yellin, “heart and soul in your hands,” japan times, May 2002.

Mark hewitt, “the iced tea Ceremony,” Ceramics Monthly, April 2002.

jim Morrison, “the Magic of a very hot fire,” wall street journal, july 2001.

Mark hewitt, “just Another Mug,” Ceramics: Art and Perception #44,  
june 2001.

Mark hewitt, “tradition is the future,” studio Potter, october 2000.

jim Morrison, “fired with finesse,” smithsonian Magazine, october 1998.

Mark hewitt, “A Pot in the hand,” Ceramics: Art and Perception #29, 
september 1997.

Mark hewitt, janet Mansfield, and emily Galusha, “Conversations,” studio 
Potter, january 1996.

Charles G. Zug iii, “Carrying on a tradition,” Ceramics: Art and Perception 
#12, september 1993.

Mark hewitt, “the Making of a Potter,” Ceramics Monthly, cover article, 
April 1991.

t e l e v i s i o n 
 “Craft in America,” origins episode, PBs tv nationwide, october 2009.

Biography Mark hewitt
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ten GAllon vAse, yellow glaze with white slip floral decoration, pink and black dots, and black manganese neck 
24.5 x 17.5 x 17.5"
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d A t e s
21 february through  
29 March 2015

o P e n i n G  r e C e P t i o n
21 february 2015 
3:00 to 6:00 pm

the public is invited to attend.
the artist will be present.

P u C k e r  G A l l e r y
240 newbury street, 3rd floor
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617.267.9473
fax: 617.424.9759
e-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

C h A n G e  s e r v i C e  r e Q u e s t e d

Please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current and past 
exhibition catalogues, experience audio tours, and subscribe to 
the Artwork of the week and Pottery of the week e-mail lists.

G A l l e r y  h o u r s
Monday through saturday 10:00 am to 5:30 pm

sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

we offer one free hour of validated parking at the 200 newbury 
street Garage. the garage driving entrance is located on exeter 
street between newbury and Boylston streets. the nearest MBtA 
stop is Copley station on the Green line.

Pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston Art dealers Association 
and the new england Appraisers Association.

MuG, gray and brown salt glaze 
with pink, yellow, and brown slip 
leaf decoration, and blue glass runs
4.75 x 4.5 x 3.75"
Mh48

MuG, alkaline glaze with polka 
dots, yellow and pink slip leaf  
decoration, and blue glass runs
4.75 x 4.5 x 3.75"
Mh51

MuG, pale celadon glaze with 
polka dots, yellow and pink slip leaf 
decoration, and blue glass runs
4.75 x 4.5 x 3.75"
Mh50

 At the
CrossroAds
Pottery by Mark hewitt




